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PPR Plastic Fitting Downstream Tee 

As the professional manufacturers, Besta would 

like to provide you high quality PPR Plastic Fitting 

Downstream Tee. Besta brand PPR fitting adopts 

imported raw material RA140E or R200P, and well 

sell in Africa, Middle east ,South America, Asia etc 

market. 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Description 

Besta is a Chinese manufacture for PPR Plastic Fitting Downstream Tee. We have more than 

10years experience in water pipe system and we have more than 200sets moulds to produce 

full range ppr pipe fittings,ball valves, and some other pipe fittings. Besta brand PPR fitting 

adopts imported raw material RA140E or R200P, and well sell in Africa, Middle east ,South 

America, Asia etc market. Besta PPR fittings design are very good, surface is perfect, quality is 

high, price is cheap. if you want to buy PPR pipe or buy PPR fittings from China, we hope our 

product will be your best choice. and also we are seeking foreign agent, if you want be our 

agent in your country, you're welcome to discuss with us. PPR downstream tee a new ppr 

fitting, similar to PVC Y tee, it has more flow than normal PPR tee, and also it was called high 

flow PPR pipe fitting , it's very popular at present in the market. 

 

 

About PPR Plastic Fitting Downstream Tee 

PPR downstream tee size weight:g pcs/ctn 
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Parameter of PPR Plastic Fitting Downstream Tee 

Material: 100%new raw material,  R200P or RA140E or specify material 
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Color: green, dark green, grey, white or specify color 

Standard: ISO15874-3  ,GB/T18742-3 

Quality control: ISO9001 

OEM: Avaliable / product brand is changable 

Packing: with inner bag packing, then with standard export carton packing 

Delivery time: about 25days for one 20ft, 30days for 40ft container 

Payment terms: By T/T or LC at sight 

FOB loading port: Ningbo or Shanghai, China 

Quality guarantee: 50years 

 

 


